by GABRIELE GOBB1

MOTOCROSS encounters the owner of TM RACING

GASTONE
antova, 6th of March. The MX1/MX2 motocross
Grand Prix of Italy. It is the most important event of
the season where a number of important executives
which we never see, tend to show up. Like Gastone Serafini, the co-owner of TM Racing, who rarely leaves his factory in Pesaro where he is at the top of the command triangle, day and night. During the night, as a number of machining centers work the night shift and they might need
someone to keep an eye on them after dinner and Gastone
lives right next door... Nowadays he is problably less involved with operational decisions and more involved
with the strategic ones f/'m the one who takes the final
decision") but it's always true that with regards to work
he doesnt know time limits. He is a huge fan of motocross
and had a successful career as a rider, where at a certain
point, he took on the role of manufacturer going against
the tide and has become successful. Against the tide
because TM was bom and has grown in the same era as
the Japonese giants, with success as today with his
brother Stefano and their partner Flenghi he guides the
factory that manufactures 1300-1500 bikes a year (6070% enduro) and 3000 kart engines.
He wants to get something off his chest. "I read in MOTOCROSSDIGITAL.COM the article covering the opening round of the world championship in Walkensvaard,
where we finished in the points and I said to myself: 'it's
probably on the next page'! But I didn't see a single
photo or paragraph mentioning our achievement., and
we're an Italian company! Other magazines In the past
have ignored us, but they have at least printed a small
photo..."What can I say. We publicly apologize. He is not
the type of person to go looking for commercial gain, but
rather is driven by his passion! Gastone has motocross in
his heart, he can build bikes, go to races and succeed in
other disciplines (motard for example) but his true passion is MX. He immediately begins smiling again and
like in the good old days when the Italian factories made
parties out of the Italian world motocross rounds with the
introduction of new products, he begins speaking freely
about next years TM's.
The entire 2008 line up will have the perimeter style
aluminium frame, made from a number of stamped and
extruded sections. The first prototype will be used by
Manuel Priem in the MX1 world championship. I hope to
have it ready for the Faenza round of the world championship that was just announced; at the same time we
will have the official photos.*.

M
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"It has created much difficulty in the company. We have
a lot of experience with the steel frame, the aluminium one
required a lot of investment in CNC machines, the selection
of new suppliers, we aumented the research and development team to design the new frame and required
stamps. Almost two million Euros... five-hundred thousand
for the plastics alone".
Hill you manufacture the frame or tse an external suaflier?

Is the alaaimimi frame useful to help the image of the company or
dots it represent a* important ttcaaical imantiott Oat is mctsianffora uototnss site?
"I think that with the progression of the suspension, especially in the manufacturing methods, and even for
end users, it is necesary to have an aluminium frame, its
stiffer. In the past, having suspension that was a bit
more economical, we needed the frame to be able to absorb a certain amount of flex. Now a frame that is more
rigid and a bit lighter is an inevitable step ahead".
Wai it come equipped *ith the standard suspension?
"Marzocchi-Ohlins. We will remain in contact with Ohlins
for the forks and Paioli will remain as the alternative, as
a number of clients request them. The majority of the bikes
will come with the Marzocchi forks and Ohlins shock".

correctly it will not go by itself. Bigger displacements
go by themselves, a 125-144 needs to be pushed or it
doesn't go. It could be the right bike".
Ye*r comments Hitii regard* to tbeitatomoft "4511 cross is too
tit a displacement". Soon people are talking about reducing toe
displacement: four thoughts?
"In my opinion, it would be an error to make a 350 for
example. If you make a limited 450 all of the internal parts
last longer, for the user this is an advantage, it costs less
and you still have a 4 stroke which is what they want today. A 350 could have the same power output, but it would
require more technology, and therefore would cost more
and require more maintainance. In the end - my idea - the
result is the same but the cost goes up ".
Ruotimr topic, noise. At the trash aad wm the risers, it seems
rfo*fl».flwttoite*that Harare at startog to agree Oat there a too aura ooae. Mm
much time will pass before m see a change? Injection, a techaid/ clauses or bate ft* npntJussM the actual dimensions?
nology Hot me mU see «the tear More, urith toe soaol tasting
"We modified the position of the linkage of the swingarm,
foe can me a few Met*, saps Halt an dedicated, strategies to
the geometry of the linkage and the geometry of the
radoce the noise. Ham ufHI this come to an end?
steering head. We tried to adjust every part of the bike to
"Ifs complicated. I've seen a bit of everything. The paddock
improve it, we did not make any compromises, everything
reacts to the limits of the restrictions with plugs in the exthat we needed to do has ben done".
haust and other tricks, maps... silencers that are later
Tbis important upgrade of the meet line, hoft does it fit in *ith
opened up. Them is a lot of confusion. Surely, the rules are
toe role of the present TM?
not very clear, there will always be smart people that
'TM had a few difficult moments - maybe these are not the
push the limits of the rules. To be sure, we need to look at
most exact words - in the past, with the passage from two
the rules as well as the decibel limits, without a doubt there
to four strokes. Now TM has grown a lot, we have a
are some problems with the rules. This will also have a cost
couple of very capable people in the new team and we are
impact, to silence these bikes the engine temperature
still growing... the results speak for themselves. We are
will rise and the power will decrease. We will need to find angrowing, I'm truly content with the work group within TM".
other path to arrive at the same result, a path that is
Mil of the Hies hate oem redesign*!?
more complicated. It would be easy to say 'lets put a
•All of them. 125-144, 125 enduro, 250-300 momore efficient silencer on the bike', but as a manufacturer
tocross/enduro, 250-450-530 motocross/enduro".
it's not that easy".
TM affrf research: an you still actm fritt Ms I strotes 7
"Well see. The use of the aluminium frame has been de"We were bom with this engine, we develop it constancided, but we still need to do a lot of testing".
tly, you don't need a lot of investment. By now 70-80% of
Today the launch of a awn licensed motorcycle requires a lot of
ouR research potential is dedicated to the development of
tsttttght with regards to (te MMHMM and tan aati-p*Uiitien
the 4 strokes. On the 2008 2T, in particular, we have a new
lavs. Is this dOticalt?
double map ignition produced by Kokusan".
"With the arrival of the new guys in TM - Eddy Rossi has
tut tot nuourcBf dedicated to the 4T an paring off?
been with us a long time, Claudio Fava ex Aprilia, and an
"We are developing a new 250cc engine. It's a lot of
couple of other engineers:Marco Poggiali ex Oral and Anwork. We have seen that the market is moving towards the
drea Federici - we have a team that understands the
250. Today in production we have an engine derived
problems. In my opinion the emissions and the noise are the
from the 450 and it is a bit overdimensioned, we are builmain causes to the cost increases, without a doubt; it
ding a new engine that is dedicated, trying to use the best
can be overcome and the bikes get better, but the final cusideas from a number of passionate competitors".
tomer will be a bit penalized for these - correct - laws'.
riming?
144 displacement. TIH is the naly company that has suilt a dedi"The bike should already be on the track. There have been
uMfete« (to mortal Homisitosimj, msmtt tommtenstof too a number of slow downs and reflections, we are evaluating
marmot?
the collaboration with an external engineering company,
even Americans, in order to build this engine with the best
"I have seen some interest, we have sold 70-80 bikes in
possible quality. We are preparing it for 2009: our program
a month and a half. The response of the market is positive because the public wants a bike that is a bit larger.
forsees our debut in the MX2 class next year with a few
Even with regards to the four strokes, many are riding
bikes going to some very close clients and production stararound with a 300. It's the mania of having a bigger enting after summer holidays".
gine, to work on it... generally the public as well as the fans
Single on? Tmu CM?... fata/we shaft?
are curious when there is something new".
"Twin cam. Without a counterbalancer as the smaller
He ha¥e not had a chance to test tour bite... from the petit of
displacement does not require one. With the possibility of
a six speed transmission. Oil in the cylinder and head sepamays a kit underpowered?
rate from the transmission. That weight as little as possible
as today in motocross the agility is very important, fast di"They are very dose. I was a bit skeptical. But the kids are
rectional changes... less weight is an advantage. We will
very content and the market is responding. In a heads up
contest the 4T will always win, but they are very close'.
mount it in a 125 two stroke frame".
norm m a mstsmsiem smtmooi OH ttmm* of too fMbrafwu tmrnn
OthtrsKtort, sopormotanl...
in the tt&l art the man&cttinin with the idea of conserving the
"This has been very satisfying for us. The engine used by
turn strafe, mayte haring a dedicated cfan. The 144 ctoU to toe
Gozzini in his debut is a mix between the 700 and the old

"The entire 2008
model range will
have the
aluminium
The first
prototype v/ill be
used by Manuel
Priem in the MX1
championship,
Faenza...
The aluminium

a lot of new
investments
in machining
centers, the
select/on of new
suppliers and
in the technical
department for
the design of the
frame as well as
TM had, maybe,
a difficult time
during the
transition from
two strokes to
four strokes.
Now we have
grown a lot, in
the organization
there are a pair
of new people
that are very
capable and we
are growing... the
results speak for
themselves.
I'm truly content
with the new

